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NOTE: Diagram is intended to explain exisiting part numbers and is not to be used to create part numbers since not all combinatoins are available.

25 = 4 to 16 pin DIP Multi Type

27 = 4 to 16 pin SOP (Pin pitch 2.54 mm)

28 = 4 or 16 SSOP (Pin pitch 1.27 mm)

= 4 29 MiniFlat (Pin pitch 1.27 mm)

88 = SO8 (Analog output)

81 = SOP5 (Analog output)

83 = SDIP6 (Analog output)

91 = SOP5 (Digital output)

92 = SOP5 (Analog output)

93 = SDIP6 (Analog output)

94 = SSOP16 (Totem pole output)

CTR Rank ( if avail.)

1 = 1-channel type

2 = 2-channel type

1Y = 1-channel type (Halogen free)

4 = 4-channel type

Lead bending type
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Form

23 = 4 pin LSOP

95 = 8 pin DIP ( Hi-Speed / hi-function)

85 = 8 pin DIP ( Hi-Speed / hi-function)

98 = SO8 (Digital output)

E3   Small Reel

F3   Large Reel

For details, visit:

www.cel.com/eng/tape_reel.asp

Tape & Reel Options
Package Style

A SnBi Plating

Ax NiPdAu Plating

Pb-Free
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